GAMMA-400 is a new space mission, designed as a dual experiment, capable to study both high energy gamma rays (from ∼100 MeV to few TeV) and cosmic rays (electrons up to 20 TeV and nuclei up to ∼10 15 eV). The full simulation framework of GAMMA-400 is based on the Geant4 toolkit. The details of the gamma-ray reconstruction pipeline in the pre-shower and calorimeter will be outlined. The performance of GAMMA-400 (PSF, effective area) have been obtained using this framework. The most updated results on them will be shown.
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INTRODUCTION
GAMMA-400 (Galper et al. [2013] ) is a Russian space mission, approved by the Russian space agency, with an international contribution. Foreseen to be launched at the beginning of the next decade, the satellite will be positioned on a circular orbit at ∼200000 km. This particular orbit, combined with a pointing mode observational strategy, permits to perform continuous observations of a source without Earth occultation. During its first year of operation, GAMMA-400 is planned to observe the Galactic plane. Designed as a dual experiment, GAMMA-400 will be able to study gamma rays, from 100 MeV up to several TeV, as well as cosmic rays, electrons up to 20 TeV and protons and nuclei up to the knee (10 15 -10 16 eV). It will search for possible dark matter signal thanks to an unprecedented energy resolution that will permit to detect features associated to dark matter annihilation or decay in the spectra of sources such as the Galactic Center. GAMMA-400 will also study gamma-ray sources such as active galactic nuclei, supernova remnants, pulsars and gamma-ray bursts (GRBs). GAMMA-400 will address the remaining issues regarding cosmic-rays origin, acceleration and propagation by studying the high energy all electron spectrum, with a 2% energy resolution, and the cosmic-ray elemental spectra up to the knee, with high statistics and energy resolution. A gamma-ray reconstruction pipeline using only the pre-shower or the calorimeter will be presented in the following. The reconstruction pipeline is part of a larger framework based on the Geant4 (Agostinelli et al. [2003] ) toolkit. The framework contains tools to create the geometry, simulate the particle interactions inside the apparatus, digitize the output of the simulations and analyze the results as well as an event displayer.
GEOMETRY
The GAMMA-400 apparatus, of which a schematic view is presented in fig. 1 , will comprise:
• A converter/tracker (C) where a gamma ray interacts with a tungsten layer (8 layers, 0.1 X 0 each) creates an electron-positron pair subsequently detected by single-sided Silicon layers (10 layers);
• A calorimeter composed partially by two planes of CsI(Tl) slabs and Silicon (CC1, also referred to as pre-shower in the following) and partly by CsI(Tl) cubes (CC2, also referred to as calorimeter in the following), arranged in a 28×28×12 array;
• An Anticoincidence system covering both the sides and the top of the detector (AC top and lat) to reject the charged particles for gammaray observations. The possibility to retrieve also timing information from the AC is currently under study;
• A Time-of-flight system composed by four layers of scintillating materials (S1 and S2) to discriminate upgoing particles, such as backsplashed particles from the calorimeter, and downgoing particles;
• A charge identification system (LD), to discriminate between the different elements interacting inside the detector; eConf C141020.1 5th Fermi Symposium : Nagoya, Japan : 20-24 Oct, 2014 • A neutron detector (ND) and scintillation detectors (S3 and S4), used to improve the electron/hadron rejection factor.
DIRECTION RECONSTRUCTION
The reconstruction of the direction of an incoming gamma ray with the GAMMA-400 apparatus can be performed using either the combination of information from the tracker, pre-shower and calorimeter or only one of these detectors. While the results of the reconstruction using also information from the tracker are presented in, e.g., Galper et al. [2014] , the reconstruction using only the pre-shower or the calorimeter will be discussed in the following.
Pre-shower Only Reconstruction
A direction reconstruction can be performed using information from only the pre-shower. The requirement is for both Si planes to be hit. On each plane a median weighted on the energy is computed. The resulting points are fit through a straight line. The method is iterated several times, excluding the hits outside a cylinder centered along the found direction and reducing the cylinder radius at each iteration.
Calorimeter Only Reconstruction
Thanks to the novel configuration of the calorimeter, it is possible to reconstruct the shower created by particles coming not only from the top but also from the side of the detector as well as their original direction. The direction reconstruction method is similar to the one described in sec. 3.1, but it starts with a rough estimation of the original direction of the incoming particle. This estimation is needed to define the inclination of the planes on which the points to fit are computed. The planes are defined as perpendicular to the direction result of the fit of the three cubes with the highest energy release. Since only a rough estimation is needed, the inclination of the planes is rounded to the nearest π/4 multiple. At least three hit planes are necessary for the reconstruction. No requirement on the containment of the shower are applied. Once the planes are found, an average weighted on the energy is performed on each of them to find the barycenter. The barycenters on different planes are fit and the method is iterated by excluding the hit outside a cylinder centered on the found direction and reducing the cylinder radius after each iteration.
Results
The events that contributes to the calorimeter only and pre-shower only angular resolution and effective area are the events lacking of an overall reconstruction. The overall reconstruction, making use of the tracker, is indeed better and these other events are used to improve the effective area rather than the angular resolution. The sum of the three different effective areas gives an estimation of the total effective area of the instrument. The angular resolution of the pre-shower improves with the energy because the identification of the hit in the pre-shower is made easier by the higher energy of the pair. Since no requirements on the containment of the shower in the calorimeter are applied, the angular resolution of the calorimeter only reconstruction decreases at high energy. The different effective area between GAMMA-400 and Fermi is due not only to the different reconstruction algorithm but also to the difference in the geometrical area of the two instrument.
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CONCLUSIONS
GAMMA-400 is a dual experiment dedicated to the study of both gamma rays and cosmic rays, electrons, protons and nuclei.
It is possible to reconstruct the direction of the incoming gamma ray using information not only from the tracker, as shown in Galper et al. [2014] , but also from only the pre-shower or the calorimeter. The results of these type of reconstruction can be used to increase the total effective area of the instrument, at the expense of the angular resolution. The calorimeter, because of a novel configuration, is capable of reconstruct the direction of particles coming also from its sides, resulting in a more than 2π sr field-of-view. It can then be used to provide a trigger for observations of transients from the ground with telescopes such as the future CTA.
